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ABSTRACT We investigate the impact of thewireless network’s physical layer (PHY) security and reliability
on demand-side management operation in the smart grid. We assume that consumers communicate their
energy demands with the utility, and we investigate the tradeoff between the wireless network’s PHY security
and reliability. We consider passive and active attacks on the smart grid, and show their impacts on both
the wireless communications system’s reliability and security. To improve the wireless communications
system’s security, we propose an artificial-noise (AN)-aided scheme for orthogonal-division multiplexing-
based wireless systems. We show that increasing the PHY security of the legitimate transmissions decreases
the communication reliability between the smart meters and the meter data-management system since to
secure the transmissions, a portion of the transmit powers will be assigned to AN signal transmissions.
To further secure the smart meters’ transmissions and enhance their reliability, we propose a new encoding
scheme where the data are encoded over the available smart meters’ communication (i.e., non-idle) times in
a given hour.

INDEX TERMS Active and passive attacks, artificial noise, DSM, OFDM, security.

I. INTRODUCTION
The smart grid (SG) modernizes the aging energy grid
by making it more efficient. Secure and reliable two-way
communication networks are central to the SG to enable
automation, active operation, and efficient demand response.
In particular, wireless communications will play an important
role in measuring the status (e.g. energy-consumption, alarm,
voltage-fluctuation, and damage to power equipment) from
different devices (e.g. substations, smart meters, and sensors),
and in exchanging information and control signals between
the different system components to support continuous, reli-
able and secure SG operation.

Demand-side management (DSM) refers to algorithms and
programs performed by the utilities to control the energy flow
and consumption at the consumer side and use the available
energy more efficiently without installing a new generation
and transmission infrastructure. The SG’s wireless commu-
nications system must be able to operate under the failure
of some of its components (e.g. gateways and wireless smart

meters) so that the impact of this failure on the performance
of the electrical grid is minimized.

A. RELATED WORK
Reliability analysis of the SG’s wireless communica-
tions system determines how long the energy generation,
transmission, distribution, and consumption tasks will per-
form efficiently given the target performance requirements.
A smart meter is assumed to be installed in each house to
estimate and schedule the energy-consumption of electric
appliances [1], [2]. A service area is assumed to be divided
into multiple subareas where in each subarea, there are mul-
tiple houses using electric appliances. Reliability analysis
has been applied to wireless networks [3]–[5], conventional
control and information networks for energy systems [6], [7],
and wide-area measurement systems (WAMS) in the
SG [5], [8]. Reliability analysis of the SG wireless com-
munications system that supports DSM, which is generally
implemented by a utility as part of the advanced metering
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infrastructure (AMI), was performed in [9]. Moreover, in [9],
the cost due to the unavailability and redundancy of such a
system were investigated.

There has been an increasing interest in SG security anal-
ysis, see, e.g., [10]–[12]. In [10], the authors provided an
overview of the issues related to the SG architecture including
its security. In [11], the authors presented a cyber-physical
security overview of the SG communication infrastructure.
In [12], the author presented security threats for electric
vehicle networks. The SG security attacks are either passive
attacks such as eavesdropping and traffic analysis, or active
attacks such as denial-of-service (DoS) attacks [13]. Passive
attacks attempt to access the information exchanged within
a network, while active attacks disrupt the normal func-
tionality of a network. Essentially, these attacks impact the
most basic security service requirements in the SG, namely:
(1) availability (blocking the communications between
the utility and the consumers); (2) confidentiality (pre-
venting the attackers from obtaining private information);
(3) integrity (blocking unauthorized users from changing the
data); and (4) authenticity (validating a user’s identity).

Security of a shared medium is a critical issue since an
eavesdropping node can infer and analyze the identity of
the communicating nodes. Moreover, an eavesdropper can
obtain important information regarding the activity and data
shared between these legitimate nodes. Hence, many research
efforts have been carried out to analyze and investigate the
physical layer (PHY) security of the wireless communication
systems due to their broadcast nature. The secrecy of commu-
nications between two legitimate parties in an information-
theoretic sense was first investigated in the seminal work of
Wyner [14] which is known as the PHY security. The system’s
PHY security is measured by the secrecy capacity of the
link connecting the legitimate parties, which represents the
maximum rate of the legitimate parties with zero information
leakage at the eavesdropping node.

The authors of [15] derived the secrecy capacity for
orthogonal frequency-division multiplexing (OFDM) sys-
tems. In [16], the authors defined the system’s security
as a lower-bound on the minimum mean squared error
between the transmitted and decoded data at the eaves-
dropping node. The authors of [17] modeled the OFDM
wiretap channel as a special instance of the multiple-input
multiple-output (MIMO) wiretap channel and its secrecy
rates were studied for asymptotically high and low signal-to-
noise ratio (SNR) regimes.

Linear precoding for PHY security was investigated in
several recent publications such as [18]–[22]. The authors
of [18], under the optimistic assumption of global channel
state information (CSI) knowledge at the transmitting node,
proposed an efficient Vandermonde precoding scheme that
enables the transmitter to send the information signal in the
null space of the equivalent eavesdropper’s MIMO channel
matrix. In [19], the power-allocation scheme for artificial
noise (AN)-aided precoding transmissions was investigated.
Unlike [18], the legitimate transmitter was assumed to have

perfect CSI of the link to its legitimate receiver and knows
only the statistics of the potential eavesdropper’s CSI. In [20],
the author investigated the PHY security of MIMO wiretap
channels. He proposed to guarantee a predefined signal-to-
noise ratio (SNR) for successful decoding at the legitimate
receiver, and then allocate the remaining transmit power for
AN injection to degrade the eavesdropper’s channel.

The authors of [23] investigated temporal AN injection
for the single-input single-output single-antenna eavesdrop-
per (SISOSE) OFDM system where a precoded time-domain
AN signal is added to the data signal before transmis-
sion. Extensions of the problem presented in [23] were pro-
posed in [24] and [25]. The authors of [24] investigated a
temporal AN injection scheme for the multiple-input
multiple-output multi-antenna eavesdropper (MIMOME)
OFDM system, whereas the authors of [25] proposed a hybrid
spatio-temporal AN for MIMOME-OFDM systems.

Active malicious attacks such as denial-of-service (DoS)
[26] and data-injection attacks [27] have a severe impact on
the communications system. In particular, the DoS attack,
which blocks the communication between legitimate nodes,
is the most accomplishable [26], [28], [29] and is realized by
injecting a jamming interfering signal within the information
signal transmission bandwidth [30]. In [26], [31], and [32],
the authors investigated linear quadratic Gaussian (LQG)
control cost function problems under DoS attack. The authors
of [26] proposed a semi-definite programming-based solution
to obtain a feedback controller that minimizes a cost function
subject to energy constraints. Reference [31] investigated the
scenario where a controller communicates with a plant in the
presence of an adversary jammer and modeled the problem as
a zero-sum game between the controller and the jammer. The
authors of [32] derived an event-trigger control strategy in the
presence of an energy-limited periodic jamming attacker.

B. CONTRIBUTIONS
The contributions of this paper are summarized as
follows:
• Motivated by the importance of reliable communi-
cations between the smart meters and the meter
data-management system (MDMS) (see Fig. 1) and the
critical need to analyze the SG network under security
constraints of active and passive attacks, we investigate
the impact of the PHY security and reliability of the
wireless communications link on DSM operation. The
passive attacks can reduce reliability since the smart
meters will use portion of their transmit powers to inject
AN to increase the secrecy rate, which is defined as the
number of bits that can be sent securely to the legitimate
receiver without any information leakage at the passive
eavesdropping attackers.

• We propose an AN-aided transmission scheme to miti-
gate the passive eavesdropping attacks and optimize the
power fraction assigned to data and AN to increase the
secrecy rate. By varying this power fraction, we study
the tradeoff between reliability and PHY security of
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the communications between the smart meters and
the MDMS.

• To further secure the wireless communications system
and enhance its reliability, we propose a new encod-
ing scheme where the data is securely encoded over
the smart meters’ transmission times in a given hour.
The proposed scheme can efficiently decrease the out-
age probability (i.e., increase the data decoding reli-
ability) and decrease the secrecy outage probability
(i.e., increase the system PHY security).

• We propose an analysis framework that connects the
outage probability of the wireless transmissions with
the energy-demand estimation-error cost measured in
dollars.

Notation: Unless otherwise stated, lower- and upper-case
bold letters denote vectors and matrices, respectively. IN and
F denote, respectively, the identity matrix whose size isN×N
and the fast Fourier transform (FFT) matrix. CM×N denotes
the set of all complex matrices of size M × N . (·)> and
(·)∗ denote transpose and Hermitian (i.e., complex-conjugate
transpose) operations, respectively. | · | cardinality of a set.
RM×N denotes the set of real matrices of size M × N .
E{·} denotes statistical expectation. 0M×N denotes the all-
zero matrix with size M × N . θ = 1− θ . diag = {·} denotes
a diagonal matrix with the enclosed elements as its diagonal
elements. [·]+ = max{0, ·} returns the maximum between the
argument and zero.

II. SYSTEM AND NETWORK MODELS
AND ASSUMPTIONS
A. NETWORK MODEL
Consider the scenario of an SG with multiple load con-
sumers (Alices) communicating with gateways (Bobs) which
forward the energy-demand information of the consumers to
a data aggregator unit (DAU), which we refer to as George.
George then forwards the received energy-demand informa-
tion to the MDMS. Each subarea is assigned a gateway where
Bob q ∈ {1, 2, . . . } is assigned to forward the consumers’
information in subarea q. We assume two-hop communica-
tion where in one communication time slot the smart meters
transmit their data wirelessly to Bob which decodes-then-
forwards the data to George. In the sequel, we assume that
consumer (Alice) n is located in subarea q and she forwards
her data to the q-th Bob. Each node is equipped with a
single antenna. The block diagram of our investigated energy
distribution system is depicted in Fig. 1. The set of consumers
is denoted byM with cardinality |M| = M . We assume that
each consumer n ∈M is equipped with a smart meter, which
we refer to as a home-area network (HAN) smart meter.
The HAN smart meter has an automatic energy consump-
tion scheduler (ECS) capability for scheduling the household
energy consumption. The smart meters are all connected to
the energy source through the power line and all of them have
a constant power supply.

A HAN gateway is connected with each of the
smart meters. The smart meter sends the energy-demand

information to the HAN gateway. Then, the HAN gate-
way (Alice) forwards this meter data to a data forwarder
of a subarea. The network connecting the HAN gateways
of the consumers in a subarea is the neighborhood area
network (NAN) gateway (Bob). To manage the energy supply
in a service area, the energy-demand information from the
consumers is then forwarded by the NAN gateways to the
DAU, which we refer to as George, and from the DAU to
the MDMS. The network connecting the NAN gateways is
the wide-area network (WAN).

B. CHANNEL MODEL
We assume a frequency-selective channel model where the
channel coefficients remain unchanged during one coherence
time duration, but change independently from one coherence
time to another. The entire codeword of a legitimate transmit-
ter is transmitted in a coherence time duration. All the channel
coefficients are assumed to be independent and identically
distributed (i.i.d.) zero-mean circularly-symmetric complex
Gaussian random variables with variance σ 2

m1−m2,l
for the

m1 − m2 link, where l ∈ {0, 1, 2, . . . , νm1−m2} with νm1−m2

denoting the delay spread of the m1 − m2 link. We assume
that the legitimate transmitting nodes (i.e., Alices and Bobs)
know the CSI of the links connecting them to their legitimate
receivers. Hence, Alices and Bobs do not know the CSI of the
eavesdropping node(s). The thermal noise samples at node
m2 are modeled as zero-mean complex circularly-symmetric
Gaussian random variables with power κm2 Watts. The total
channel bandwidth ofW Hz is divided intoN orthogonal sub-
channels by using OFDM with each sub-channel experienc-
ing frequency-flat slow fading. The total transmit power of
an Alice per time slot is constrained to PA Watts. Moreover,
the total transmit power of a Bob is assumed to be PB Watts.
We assume equal power allocation among the data symbols
of the OFDM sub-channels.

We assume that there is no congestion in the network.
This is a reasonable assumption since the network topology
is well defined and any increase or decrease in the number
of transmitters in the network is rare. Moreover, the energy
demands of the consumers are sent over one hour duration
and change from one hour to another. Hence, there is suffi-
cient time to assign time slots to consumers. A time-division
multiple-access (TDMA) scheme is assumed in all the com-
munications between the Alices and their gateway (Bob) and
between Bob and George. Hence, each communication time
slot is divided intoM non-overlapping time subslots and each
consumer is assigned one of these subslots. Assuming that
the communication time slot has a duration of T seconds,
the time assigned to a consumer is T

M/2 seconds and that

assigned to Bob to forward the data packet of that consumer
to George is T

M/2 seconds. The consumers communicate with
the gateways k times per hour.1 The communications time

1Typically, the smart meters send their information each 15 minutes. For
sake of generality, in this paper, we assume that the energy demands are sent
k times over an hour duration.
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FIGURE 1. System and network models for DSM in SG.

FIGURE 2. Communication during one hour.

structure during one hour is depicted in Fig. 2. Each data
packet comes with a cyclic redundancy check (CRC). If the
checksum of the CRC is correct, the packet is assumed to be
correctly decoded. If the checksum is incorrect, the packet
is assumed to be erroneously decoded. After decoding the
k data transmissions from Alice to George, George checks
the CRC. If the packet is correctly decoded, George sends
an acknowledgement (ACK) message. Otherwise, he sends a
negative-ACK (NACK) message.

C. ATTACKS MODEL
We assume active and passive attacks. More specifically,
we assume that there is an active attacker (Jimmy) in the
network who continuously transmits jamming signals during

the communications intervals between the consumers’ smart
meters and the gateway and also between the gateway and
the aggregator to degrade the reliability of communications.
That is, the jammers’ transmissions are synchronized with the
transmissions of the legitimate system. Moreover, there is a
passive attacker (Eve) who wishes to intercept the ongoing
transmissions and decode the exchanged information. The
active and passive attackers help each other and are com-
pletely colluding and share the necessary information for
hacking the SG wireless communications system.2 Jimmy
transmits jamming signals to degrade the received signal at
the MDMS while completely eliminating any interference
at Eve. Eavesdropping is a severe security problem since
the passive attacker can collect the consumers’ information
and determine their identities. Moreover, on the SG scale,
the eavesdropper can compute and analyze the revenue of the
utility.

The active attacker, Jimmy, tries to jam the legitimate
system in such a way that he does not hurt the passive
attacker Eve. In particular, the main objective of Jimmy is to
minimize the rate of the current legitimate transmitting node.
Jimmy designs the AN precoding vectors to lie in the null
space of the Jimmy-Eve channel matrix. It is assumed that
Jimmy only knows the CSI of the channels connecting him
to Eve. The total jamming power of Jimmy is PJ Watts. In the
following, for notation simplicity, we denote the n-th Alice,

2If there are multiple passive and active attackers, the best pair of eaves-
droppers and jammers will be selected in a given time. This will not change
the presented ideas and analysis. However, it will complicate the presentation
of the ideas.
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q-th Bob, George, Eve, and Jimmy by n, Bq, G, E, and J,
respectively.

D. LEGITIMATE NODES TRANSMISSION
AND AN-AIDED SCHEMES
Each Alice wishes to transmit her data securely to theMDMS
through Bob and George. To achieve this goal, each Alice
sends temporal AN vectors in the null space of the equivalent
channel matrix at Bob’s receiver. Since the n-th Alice sends
data and AN vectors, she uses a power fraction 0 ≤ θ ≤ 1 to
split her total transmit power between data and AN vectors.
If θA is close to 1, more power is assigned to data transmission
than AN transmission. This may make the legitimate system
less secure (i.e., lower its secrecy rate). However, this will also
result in a more reliable data decoding at Bob’s receiver since
the data signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) at Bob will increase.
The legitimate parties (i.e., Alices and Bob) may prefer to
send the data with high reliability since this results in better
decoding of the exact consumers’ energy demands at the
DSM and, hence, results in less energy-demand estimation
monetary loss. Consequently, there is a tradeoff between
having reliable communications between the smart meters
and theMDMS (which savesmoney for the utility) and secure
transmissions (which is important for the consumers’ and
utility’s confidentialities). Similarly, Bob also transmits data
and AN vectors to George. Again, the reliability and security
of the communications between the smart meters and the
MDMS are determined by the power fraction θB that Bob uses
to secure his transmissions.

A reliability analysis for the SG wireless communications
system described above can be used to quantify the avail-
ability of the connectivity from a smart meter to the HAN
gateway, the NANgateway, and the DAU to theMDMS.After
we quantify the availability performance, the cost incurred
to the utility due to the energy-demand estimation error is
evaluated.

III. DSM IN THE SG
Implementing DSM by the utilities is critical to optimizing
the energy supply in the SG [9]. The energy demands of the
consumers are used to determine the amount of energy supply
to be generated, transmitted, and distributed by substations
to the energy consumers. Due to the uncertainty of energy
consumption, the energy demand may not be determined
precisely at the utility.

Towards solving the uncertainty issue, the energy
system operation is realized over two stages [2], namely,
unit-commitment and economic-dispatch stages. In the unit-
commitment stage, the utility reserves the energy supply from
a generator according to the estimated energy demand of the
consumers during a period of one hour. A forward contract
is made in advance between the utility and a generator to
acquire the energy supply. Afterwards, the utility checks
whether or not the energy supply from the unit-commitment
stage meets the actual energy demands from the consumers.
If the energy supply does not meet the energy demands

from the consumers, in the second (i.e., economic-dispatch)
stage, the utility will buy the energy difference between the
actual and estimated energies from an expensive generator
to avoid the under-supply situation. It is noteworthy that the
energy supply price in the unit-commitment stage is lower
than that in the economic-dispatch stage since it is reserved
in advance. Hence, the utility obtains the energy supply in
the unit-commitment stage from a slow-start, such as a coal
generator.

On the other hand, energy supply in the economic-dispatch
stage must have a quick start and be able to meet the actual
energy demand of the consumers. Hence, this energy supply
is usually obtained from a more expensive source, e.g., diesel
generator or a battery storage. In this case, through the energy
market, the energy supply in the unit-commitment stage is
reserved with a forward price, while the energy supply in the
economic-dispatch stage is bought with an option price. The
forward price is lower than the option price. The importance
of dividing the energy-delivery operation of an energy system
into two stages is that the utility can efficiently schedule
the electricity supply to the consumers under uncertainty. In
addition, the utility can avoid a penalty for not supplying the
exact energy demands of its consumers.

From the above discussion, we have two possible energy
uncertainties:
• Energy under-supply in which the generated, transmit-
ted, and distributed energy cannot meet the demand in
a particular area at a particular time. The energy under-
supply occurs when the reserved MDMS energy in the
unit-commitment stage is less than the actual energy
demand. As a result, an additional energy supply has to
be bought in the economic-dispatch stage as explained
earlier. Due to the penalty charged, for example, by a
government, the energy under-supply can incur cost to
the utility.

• Energy over-supply which occurs when the reserved
MDMS energy in the unit-commitment stage is more
than the actual demand.

For the SG wireless communications system shown
in Fig. 1, theMDMS computes the aggregated energy demand
of a service area by summing the energy demands from all
consumers in that area. However, if the energy demand of any
consumer is not received by the MDMS due to a failure in
decoding the data packets at the HAN gateway (Bob) or the
aggregator (George), the MDMS uses historical data to com-
pute the aggregated energy demand. In this case, a factor
x times the mean energy consumption of those consumers
is used as the estimated energy demand. Using the factor x
is reasonable to reduce the chance of a power under-supply
which results in a relatively higher financial loss than the
over-supply.3 The mean energy consumption for a consumer
can be calculated statistically from historical energy usage
data of that consumer. Once the aggregated energy demand

3Wewill investigate the impact of x on the energy-demand estimation cost
in the numerical results section.
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is obtained, the MDMS reserves the energy supply from the
generators in the unit-commitment stage and the energy is
delivered to the consumers in a service area. Then, theMDMS
checks whether the energy supply is sufficient or not (e.g.
from voltage drop). If the energy supply is not sufficient,
an additional energy supply will be bought in the economic-
dispatch stage to meet the actual energy demand.

To measure the impact of the PHY security and reliability
of the wireless communication link on the DSM operation,
we first need to compute the cost due to channel outages.
In the next section, we derive the energy-demand estimation-
error cost in terms of the wireless link outage probability.
Then, in Section V, we describe possible attacks on the
legitimate wireless communications system and present our
proposed enhanced-security scheme. In addition, we derive
the nodes’ rates and secrecy rates as well as the wireless
links’ outage and secrecy outage probabilities. Our proposed
analysis framework is depicted in Fig. 3.

FIGURE 3. Our proposed analysis framework.

IV. COST OF WIRELESS NETWORK OUTAGE
We consider the availability performance measure as the
probability that both the wireless communication links
between the transmitting node and Bob and that between
Bob and George are not in outage simultaneously. When the
connection between a HAN gateway and a DAU is unavail-
able, the MDMS cannot collect the actual energy demand
information from a smart meter, and the estimated energy
demand will be used instead. This can increase cost to the
utility due to energy-demand estimation errors which result
in energy over- and under-supply. The energy over-supply
occurs when the MDMS reserves more energy in the unit-
commitment stage than the actual demand. On the other hand,
the energy undersupply occurs when theMDMS reserves less
energy in the unit-commitment stage than the actual demand,
and as a result, an additional energy supply has to be bought
in the economic-dispatch stage.

Given the availability of the wireless connection between
a HAN gateway and the DAU, the cost of energy-demand
estimation error can be analyzed based on the energy demand
distribution. The energy demand distribution here refers to
the probability density function (PDF) of the actual energy
demand. The energy-consumption of each consumer is ran-
dom and follows a probability distribution4 with meanµn and
variance σ 2

n for consumer n. The cost of demand-estimation

4The energy demands of consumers can follow any distribution. Our
analysis does not rely on this assumption. In the numerical results,
we assume a normal distribution which is a commonly-used energy-demand
distribution [9], [33], [34].

error of individual consumer n whose connection to the
MDMS is unavailable can be computed as follows

Cost(n) = puc

∫ En

0
(En − a)f

(n)
A (a)da︸ ︷︷ ︸

Cost of energy over-supply

+ ped

∫ Emax
n

En
(a− En)f

(n)
A (a)da︸ ︷︷ ︸

Cost of energy under-supply

(1)

where En = x × µn is the energy supply reserved in the
unit-commitment stage, µn is the mean energy consumption
of consumer n, Emax

n is the maximum energy consumption,
and f (n)A (a) is the PDF of actual energy demand a. puc and
ped denote the energy prices in the unit-commitment and in
the economic-dispatch stages, respectively. The first term in
Eqn. (1) represents the aggregated cost due to energy over-
supply (i.e., the MDMS reserves energy of En kWh which is
more than the actual demand a, En > a). On the other hand,
the second term in Eqn. (1) represents the aggregated cost due
to energy under-supply (i.e., reserved energy En kWh is less
than the actual demand a, En < a). Note that this average cost
of energy-demand estimation error is per time period.

The average energy-demand estimation-error cost is
given by

E{Cost(n)} =
∑
n∈M

Cost(n)Pnoutage (2)

where Pnoutage = 1 − (1 − Pn−Bq )(1 − P
n
Bq−G

) is the outage

probability of the two-hops while transmitting the n-th Alice
packet to George through the q-th Bob. Pn−Bq denotes the
outage probability of the wireless link between the n-th Alice
and the q-th Bob and PnBq−G denotes the outage probability
of the wireless link between the q-th Bob and George while
forwarding the data packet of the n-th Alice. In order to com-
pute the total energy-demand estimation-error cost, we need
to compute the transmissions outage probabilities. In the
following section, we derive the nodes’ rates and secrecy rates
to compute the outage (no connection) and the secrecy outage
probabilities.

V. PROPOSED SCHEME AND SECRECY RATES
A. FIRST HOP
In the first hop, Alice transmits the data signal to Bob and
the AN signal to confuse Eve. Moreover, Jimmy transmits
AN signals to confuse Bob. The transmitted and received
signals at various nodes are derived and explained in the
following.

1) TRANSMITTED SIGNAL BY ALICE
The selected Alice for transmission converts the frequency-
domain signals to the time-domain signals using an N -point
inverse FFT (IFFT). To eliminate inter-block interference,
Alice adds a CP of size Ncp samples to the beginning of
every OFDM block. We assume that the CP length is longer
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than or equal to the delay spread of the channel between
Alice and Bob (Eve), denoted by νn−Bq (νn−E ). This is a best-
case assumption for Eve; otherwise, her rate will be degraded
due to inter-block and intra-block interference. To secure the
legitimate transmissions from eavesdropping, we assume that
Alice transmits an AN vector along with her data vector. The
AN vector is designed in a way such that its impact will be
removed at Bob prior to information decoding as will be dis-
cussed shortly. Alice splits her transmit power, PA, between
data and AN transmissions. Assuming that a fraction θA of
the total power PA is assigned to data transmission, the power
assigned to AN transmission is θAPA. Assuming that subslot
tn ∈ {1, 2, . . . , |M|} of the communication time slot ` ∈
{1, 2, . . . , k} is assigned to consumer n (i.e., Alice n), the n-th
Alice’s transmitted signal is given by

s`,tnn = TcpF∗x`,tnn +Q`,tnn z`,tnn (3)

where Tcp ∈ R(N+Ncp)×N is the CP insertion matrix,
x`,tnn ∈ CN×1 is the data vector transmitted by the n-th Alice,
Q`,tnn ∈ C(N+Ncp)×Ncp is the temporal-AN precoder matrix
at Alice during the tn-th subslot of the `-th communication
time slot, and z`,tnn ∈ CNcp×1 is the AN vector transmitted by
the n-th Alice. Since Eve’s instantaneous CSI is assumed to
be unknown at the n-th Alice, she distributes the AN power
isotropically in all directions (i.e., equal power allocation
among the AN symbols in z`,tnn ∈ CNcp×1). Hence, the AN
symbol power is θAPA/Ncp.

2) TRANSMITTED SIGNAL BY JIMMY
Jimmy jams the received signal at Bob while completely
eliminating the interference at Eve. Jimmy’s transmitted sig-
nal is given by

s`,tnJ = Q`,tnJ z`,tnJ (4)

where Q`,tnJ ∈ C(N+Ncp)×Ncp is the temporal-AN precoding
matrix at Jimmy during the tn-th subslot of the `-th com-
munication time slot, and z`,tnJ ∈ CNcp×1 is the AN vector
transmitted by Jimmy to jam Bobs with symbol power PJ

Ncp
Watts.

3) RECEIVED SIGNAL AT EVE
The received signal vector at Eve is given by

y`,tnE = H`,tnn−ETcpF∗x`,tnn +H`,tnn−EQ
`,tn
n z`,tnn

+H`,tnJ−EQ
`,tn
J z`,tnJ + n`,tnE (5)

whereH`,tnn−E andH`,tnJ−E are the time-domain channel matrices

between the n-th Alice and Eve and between Jimmy and Eve,
respectively, during the tn-th subslot of the `-th communica-
tion time slot. After the CP removal and FFT block, the signal
at Eve is

FRcpy
`,tn
E = FRcpH

`,tn
n−ETcpF∗x`,tnn + FRcpH

`,tn
n−EQ

`,tn
n z`,tnn

+FRcpH
`,tn
J−EQ

`,tn
J z`,tnJ + FRcpn

`,tn
E (6)

where n`,tnE ∈ CN×1 is the AWGN vector after the FFT
operation at Eve. To cancel the AN at Eve, the AN-precoding
matrix at Jimmy, Q`,tnJ , should satisfy the following equation

RcpH
`,tn
J−EQ

`,tn
J = 0N×Ncp (7)

Eqn. (7) always has a non-trivial solution since the number of
columns ofRcpH

`,tn
J−E isNT = N+Ncp and its rank isN < NT.

After cancellation of Jimmy’s AN at Eve, the received
signal vector at Eve is equal to

ỹ`,tnE = HF,`,tn
n−E x`,tnn + FRcpH

`,tn
n−EQ

`,tn
n z`,tnn + FRcpn

`,tn
E (8)

where HF,`,tn
n−E = FRcpH

`,tn
n−ETcpF∗ is the frequency response

of the Alice-Eve channel. The achievable rate at Eve is thus
given by

R`,tnn−E=
log2 det

(
IN+ θAPA

NT
HF,`,tn
n−E HF,`,tn

n−E
∗

(C`,tnn−E)
−1
)

NT
(9)

where C`,tnn−E =
θAPA
Ncp

FRcpH
`,tn
n−EQ

`,tn
n

(
FRcpH

`,tn
n−EQ

`,tn
n

)∗
+

κEFRcp
(
FRcp

)∗ is the noise-plus-interference covariance
matrix at Eve.

4) RECEIVED SIGNAL AT BOB
The received signal vector at the q-th Bob is given by

y`,tnBq
= H`,tnn−Bq

TcpF∗x`,tnn +H`,tnn−Bq
Q`,tnn z`,tnn

+H`,tnJ−Bq
Q`,tnJ z`,tnJ + n`,tnBq

(10)

whereH`,tnn−B andH
`,tn
J−Bq

are the time-domain channel matrices
between the n-th Alice and the q-th Bob and between Jimmy
and the q-th Bob, respectively, during the tn-th subslot of the
`-th communication time slot. After the CP removal and FFT
operation, the signal at the q-th Bob is given by

FRcpy
`,tn
Bq
= FRcpH

`,tn
n−Bq

TcpF∗x`,tnn + FRcpH
`,tn
n−Bq

Q`,tnn z`,tnn

+FRcpH
`,tn
J−Bq

Q`,tnJ z`,tnJ + FRcpn
`,tn
Bq

(11)

To cancel the AN signal transmitted by the n-th Alice at
the q-th Bob, the AN-precoding matrix at Alice,Q`,tnn , should
satisfy the following condition

RcpH
`,tn
n−Bq

Q`,tnn = 0N×Ncp (12)

Eqn. (12) always has a non-trivial solution since the number
of columns of RcpH

`,tn
n−Bq

is NT and its rank is N < NT. After
AN cancellation, the received signal at the q-th Bob is

ỹ`,tnBq
=HF,`,tn

n−Bq
x`,tnn +FRcpH

`,tn
J−Bq

Q`,tnJ z`,tnJ +FRcpn
`,tn
Bq

(13)

where HF,`,tn
n−Bq

= FRcpH
`,tn
n−Bq

TcpF∗ ∈ CN×N is frequency

response of the channel between the n-th Alice and the q-th
Bob. The rate of channel between the n-th Alice and the q-th
Bob during the `-th communication time slot is thus given by

R`,tnn−Bq
=

log2 det
(
IN + θAPA

NT
HF,`,tn
n−Bq

HF,`,tn
n−Bq

∗

(C`,tnJ−Bq
)−1
)

NT
(14)
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where C`,tnJ−Bq
=

PJ
Ncp

FRcpH
`,tn
J−Bq

Q`,tnJ

(
FRcpH

`,tn
J−Bq

Q`,tnJ

)∗
+

κBqFRcp
(
FRcp

)∗ is the noise-plus-interference covariance
matrix at Bob.

The secrecy rate of the n-th Alice transmission to the q-th
Bob during the `-th communication time slot is given by

R`,tnn−Bq,sec

=

[
R`,tnn−Bq

− R`,tnn−E

]+
=

 log2 det
(
IN + θAPA

NT
HF,`,tn
n−Bq

HF,`,tn
n−Bq

∗

(C`,tnJ−Bq
)−1
)

NT

−

log2 det
(
IN + θAPA

NT
HF,`,tn
n−E HF,`,tn

n−E
∗

(C`,tnn−E)
−1
)

NT

+
(15)

B. SECOND HOP
In the second-hop, Bob transmits data vectors to George and
AN vectors to confuse Eve. In addition, Jimmy operates as in
the previous hop, but instead of sending the AN vectors to jam
Bobs, he sends them to jam George. Under the assumption
that there are no direct links between Alices and the data
aggregator (George), the best strategy for Bob to decrease the
secrecy outage probability is to use codebooks different from
those used by Alices as it was shown in the PHY security
literature [35] (i.e., randomize-and-forward relaying). The
received signal vector at George is thus given by

y`,tnG = H`,tnBq−G
TcpF∗x

`,tn
Bq
+H`,tnBq−G

Q`,tnBq
z`,tnBq

+H`,tnJ−GQ
`,tn
J z`,tnJ + n`,tnG (16)

where x`,tnBq
is the data signal transmitted from the q-th Bob

to George during the `-th communication time slot while
forwarding the n-thAlice’s data toGeorge,H`,tnBq−G

is the time-
domain channel matrix between the q-th Bob and George
during the tn-th subslot of the `-th communication time slot,
andH`,tnJ−G is the time-domain channel matrix between Jimmy
andGeorge during the tn-th subslot of the `-th communication
time slot. Furthermore,Q`,tnJ ∈ C(N+Ncp)×Ncp is the temporal-
AN precoding matrix used by Jimmy during the second phase
when the q-th Bob forwards the data of the n-th Alice to
George during the `-th communication time slot. The matrix
Q`,tnJ is designed as in the first hop (see (7)). Moreover,

z`,tnJ ∈ CNcp×1 is the AN vector transmitted by Jimmy during
the second hop with symbol power PJ

Ncp
Watts, n`,tnG ∈ CN×1 is

the AWGN vector at George. After the CP removal and FFT
operation, the received signal at Bob is given by

FRcpy
`,tn
G = FRcpH

`,tn
Bq−G

TcpF∗x
`,tn
Bq

+FRcpH
`,tn
Bq−G

Q`,tnBq
z`,tnBq

+FRcpH
`,tn
J−GQ

`,tn
J z`,tnJ + FRcpn

`,tn
G (17)

To cancel the AN transmitted by Bob at George, the
AN-precoding matrix at Bob, Q`,tnBq

, should satisfy the fol-
lowing condition

RcpH
`,tn
Bq−G

Q`,tnBq
= 0N×Ncp (18)

Again, Eqn. (18) always has a non-trivial solution.
Since Eve’s instantaneous CSI is assumed to be unknown at

Bob, he distributes his power fraction assigned to AN isotrop-
ically in all directions (i.e., equally among the AN symbols in
z`,tnBq
∈ CNcp×1). Hence, the AN symbol power is θBPB/Ncp.

After AN cancellation at George’s receiver, the signal at
George’s receiver becomes equal to

ỹ`,tnG =HF,`,tn
Bq−G

x`,tnBq
+FRcpH

`,tn
J−GQ

`,tn
J z`,tnJ +FRcpn

`,tn
G (19)

where HF,`,tn
Bq−G

= FRcpH
`,tn
Bq−G

TcpF∗ ∈ CN×N is the fre-
quency response of the channel between the q-th Bob and
George. The achievable rate of the channel between the q-th
Bob and George is thus given by

R`,tnBq−G
=

log2 det
(
IN + θBPB

NT
HF,`,tn

Bq−G
HF,`,tn

Bq−G
∗

(C`,tnJ−G)
−1
)

NT
(20)

where C`,tnJ−G =
PJ
Ncp

FRcpH
`,tn
J−GQ

`,tn
J

(
FRcpH

`,tn
J−GQ

`,tn
J

)∗
+

κGFRcp
(
FRcp

)∗ is the noise-plus-interference covariance
matrix at George.

In a similar fashion, we can obtain the received signal at
Eve and the rates of the Bobs-Eve links during the second
hop. The secrecy rate of the q-th Bob-George link during the
tn-th subslot of the `-th communication time slot when the
q-th Bob forwards the n-th Alice’s data packet is given by

R`,tnBq−G,sec

=

[
R`,tnBq−G

− R`,tnBq−E

]+
=

 log2 det
(
IN + θBPB

NT
HF,`,tn

Bq−G
HF,`,tn

Bq−G
∗

(C`,tnJ−G)
−1
)

NT

−

log2 det
(
IN + θBPB

NT
HF,`,tn

Bq−E
HF,`,tn

Bq−E
∗

(C`,tnBq−E
)−1
)

NT

+
(21)

whereC`,tnBq−E
=
θBPB
Ncp

FRcpH
`,tn
Bq−E

Q`,tnBq

(
FRcpH

`,tn
Bq−E

Q`,tnBq

)∗
+

κEFRcp
(
FRcp

)∗ is the noise-plus-interference covariance
matrix at Eve when the q-th Bob forwards the data packet of
the n-th Alice, and HF,`,tn

Bq−E
= FRcpH

`,tn
Bq−E

TcpF∗ ∈ CN×N is
the frequency response of the channel between the q-th Bob
and Eve.

The secrecy rate of the n-th Alice transmission during the
`-th communication time slot is determined by the minimum
secrecy rate of the two hops. Hence, the secrecy rate of the
n-th Alice’s transmission during an hour is given by

Rn,sec = min :
`∈{1,2,...,k}

min
{
R`,tnn−Bq,sec

,R`,tnBq−G,sec

}
(22)
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C. OUTAGE AND SECRECY OUTAGE PROBABILITIES
Each Alice sends fixed-rate data packets that include her
energy requirement in each hour. Assuming that a packet has
b bits and the time slot duration assigned to a transmitting
node for data transmission is T

M/2 , the target secrecy rate is
R = b/(2MWT ) bits/channel use. Since Eve’s instantaneous
CSI is assumed to be unknown at the legitimate transmitting
nodes, the instantaneous secrecy rate Rn,sec is unknown
at the transmitting nodes. Consequently, the transmission is
secured when Rn,sec ≥ R. Otherwise, the system is said to be
unsecured and the secrecy is compromised.

Since the same data is transmitted k times in an hour,
we have two options with distinct objectives: 1) sending the
same packet at each of the k communication time slots but
with a different codebook at each time so that the eavesdrop-
per cannot combine the data signals; 2) sending the data at
a lower transmission rate to decrease both the outage and
secrecy outage probabilities by encoding the packet over the
k communication time slots. We conclude this section by
discussing the link and secrecy outage probabilities under
these two cases.

1) SAME DATA PACKET TRANSMISSIONS
The outage probability of the link between the n-th Alice and
the q-th Bob is

Pn−Bq =
k∏
`=1

Pr
{
R`,tnn−Bq

< R
}

(23)

which is the probability that all the transmissions of the n-
th Alice to the q-th Bob during the k transmissions (i.e.,
communication time slots) in one hour are in outage.

The outage probability of the q-th Bob’s transmissionwhen
he forwards the n-th Alice’s data packet with target secrecy
rate ofR bits/channel use is given by

PnBq−G =
k∏
`=1

Pr
{
R`,tnBq−G

< R
}

(24)

Thus, the outage probability of the n-th Alice transmission is
written as

Pnoutage = 1− (1− Pn−Bq )(1− P
n
Bq−G) (25)

The fraction of the n-th Alice’s data being in secrecy outage
is given by

Pn,sec = Pr
{
Rn,sec < R

}
(26)

2) ENCODING THE DATA OVER THE
k COMMUNICATION TIME SLOTS
In this case, we assume that the n-th Alice encodes the data
over the k communication time slots so that she decreases the
target secrecy rate toR/k bits/channel use. More specifically,
Alice divides the data packet, whose size is b bits, into
k data blocks. Hence, the transmission rate of each data block
is b/k bits/communication time slot (i.e., R/k bits/channel
use). Hence, both the outage probability and secrecy outage

probability decrease. The outage probability in this case is the
probability that all parts of the packet (i.e., the k transmissions
from Alice to Bob and from Bob to George) are decoded cor-
rectly at Bob and George. Hence, the minimum of the k rates
should be greater than R/k for successful decoding. In this
case, the outage probability of the n-th Alice transmission
during the first hop is given by

Pn−Bq = 1−
k∏
`=1

Pr
{
R`,tnn−Bq

≥
R
k

}
(27)

where
∏k
`=1 Pr

{
R`,tnn−Bq

≥
R
k

}
is the probability that the

k transmissions (messages) are decoded at Bob correctly.
Moreover, the outage probability of the q-th Bob’s trans-
mission, when the data packet is transmitted with secrecy
rate R/k , is

PnBq−G = 1−
k∏
`=1

Pr
{
R`,tnBq−G

≥
R
k

}
(28)

where
∏k
`=1 Pr

{
R`,tnBq−G

≥
R
k

}
is the probability that the

k transmissions are decoded at George correctly.
By using this encoding scheme, the secrecy outage proba-

bility of the `-th block (from the k blocks of a data packet) is

P`n,sec = Pblockn,sec = Pr
{
min

{
R`,tnn−Bq,sec

,R`,tnBq−G,sec

}
<

R
k

}
(29)

which is the probability that Eve can decode partially (or com-
pletely) the n-th Alice transmitted information from either
the first hop or the second hop. It is noteworthy that the
probability in (29) is independent of time since the channels
are i.i.d. If k − m blocks of a packet experience a secrecy
outage, which occurs with probability

(
Pblockn,sec

)k−m
, Eve can

decode a fraction k−m
k of the n-th Alice’s packet. The fraction

of unsecured data from the n-th Alice to George is

Pn,sec =
k∑

m=0

k − m
k

Ckk−m
(
Pblockn,sec

)k−m (
1− Pblockn,sec

)m
(30)

where Ckk−m denotes k choose k − m.

VI. SIMULATION RESULTS
We consider DSM in a service area withM = 200 consumers.
The energy-consumption of each consumer is random and
follows a normal distribution [9], [33], [34] with mean of 3
kWh and standard deviation of 1.5. The maximum energy-
consumption of each consumer is 10 kWh. The smart meter
in each consumer measures and determines energy demand.
The service area is divided into subareas and a NAN gateway
is deployed for each of these subareas. There is one DAU in
the service area.

The MDMS collects and computes the aggregated energy
demand of a service area and buys its energy supply in
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the unit-commitment stage at the beginning of each time
period. Then, if the energy supply is not sufficient, additional
energy is bought in the economic-dispatch stage. If the energy
demand for any consumer is not received, the MDMS uses
x = 1.1 times the mean value of the energy-consumption
of that consumer as an estimated energy demand. The
energy prices in the unit-commitment and economic-dispatch
stages (i.e., forward and option prices) are puc = 7 and
ped = 10 cents/kWh, respectively. We assume that
θA = θB = θ .

FIGURE 4. Impact of θ and PJ on the system’s security and reliability.

In Fig. 4, we show the impact of the power ratio θ and
the active attacker jamming power, PJ, on both the system’s
security, measured as the fraction of the bits decoded at
Eve per hour, and its reliability, measured by the outage
probability of the transmissions from an Alice to George.
As shown in Fig. 4, there is an optimal θ where the security
is maximized (i.e., the fraction of decoded bits at Eve is
minimized). In addition, allocating all of Alice’s transmit
power to data transmission (i.e., setting θ = 1) is beneficial
in terms of reliability but security is sacrificed. In addition,
the figure shows the reduction of both the security and relia-
bility by increasing the active attacks powers. This is expected
since the jamming power decreases both the link rates and the
secrecy rates of the legitimate system.

Fig. 5 demonstrates the impact of the parameter R and
the proposed encoding schemes at the legitimate transmitters.
The proposed encoding scheme, where the data is encoded
over the k available communication time slots to secure the
transmissions and decrease the outage probability, performs
much better than sending the same data packet over the
k communication time slots. This is because in the latter
scheme the transmission rate per communication time slot is
high which increases both the secrecy and link outage proba-
bilities. Moreover, if the eavesdropper was able to decode one
of the k transmissions, the whole packet will be known at Eve.
On the other hand, the former scheme prevents the possibility
of decoding all the packets at Eve and the transmission rate
is much lower than the latter scheme (i.e., lower with a factor
of k) as explained in Section V-C. Fig. 5 also quantifies the
reliability and the security losses when increasing R.
Fig. 6 shows the impact of the power ratio θ and the

active attacker jamming power level, PJ, on the total cost paid

FIGURE 5. Impact of R and the encoding schemes at Alices on the
system’s security and reliability. In the figure’s legend, CTS refers to
communication time slot.

FIGURE 6. Impact of θ and PJ on cost of energy-demand estimation-error
cost.

FIGURE 7. Impact of R and the proposed encoding schemes at Alices on
energy-demand estimation-error cost.

by the utility per month due to energy-demand estimation
errors. As shown in the figure, setting θ = 1, as explained
in Fig. 4, achieves the lowest cost and the highest system’s
reliability, but at the expense of lower security. In addition,
the figure quantifies the increase of the cost payments due to
active jamming attacks. At very high jamming power levels,
the cost will be fixed for all θ at its maximum value since the
outage probability is 1.

Fig. 7 demonstrates the impact of the parameter R and
the proposed encoding schemes at the legitimate transmitters
on the cost due to energy-demand estimation errors. The
proposed encoding scheme results in a much lower cost than
the case of sending the same data packet over the k communi-
cation time slots. Moreover, increasing R incurs a monetary
loss which ranges from zero at very lowR and saturates at the
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significant value of $10, 220 at high R. The case of high R
and the saturation in the figure is due to the fact that the outage
probability will be 1 at highRwhichmeans that the utility (or
MDMS) will not know the exact energy requirements of the
M = 200 consumers.

FIGURE 8. Impact of the parameter x on the energy-demand
estimation-error cost.

The impact of the parameter x on the energy-demand
estimation error is shown in Fig. 8. The parameter x is
used to weight the mean of a consumer’s average energy
demand to get an estimate for the consumers’ energy demands
when there are wireless link outages. Interestingly, there is
an optimal value of x that minimizes the energy-demand
estimation-error cost and results in a lower monetary loss to
the utility. This value depends on the average system’s param-
eters (such as the energy-demand distributions of consumers,
the means and variances of the distributions, the maximum
energy-demand at consumers, and the outage probability of
the wireless link). For the assumed system’s parameters,
the optimal value of x is 1.1 for puc = 7 cents/kWh and ped =
10 cents/kWh. Note that the cost difference between the case
of x = 1.1 and x = 1 is negligible. Hence, instead of search-
ing for the exact x that results in the minimummonetary loss,
the utility (or the MDMS) can simply assume x = 1 which
means that the energy-demand estimation of a consumer is its
average obtained from the historical energy demands records
of the consumers stored in the utility’s database. Note that
the optimal value of x moves away from x = 1 when the
difference between the ped and puc is relatively high. For
example, as shown in Fig. 8, when puc = 5 cents/kWh and
ped = 20 cents/kWh, the optimal value of x is x? = 1.5.
However, typically, the difference between ped and puc is
not high, and hence, assuming x = 1 is reasonable. Finally,
the saturation in the curves is due to the fact that the estimated
energyEn for consumer n cannot exceed themaximum energy
demand of a consumer which is assumed to be Maxn =
10 kWh in our numerical results. Hence, increasing x (which
results in an energy-demand estimation of En = µx) does
not change the estimated energy demand at the utility or the
energy-demand estimation-error cost.

VII. CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK
We presented a PHY reliability and security tradeoff anal-
ysis of the wireless communications system that enables
DSM in the SG. Passive and active attacks effects were

incorporated in this tradeoff analysis and their impacts on
both the system’s reliability and security were quantified.
To improve the system’s security, we proposed an AN-aided
scheme and we showed that enhancing the security of the
legitimate transmissions will decrease the reliability of the
DMS functionality. The reason is that to secure the trans-
missions, a fraction of the transmit power will be assigned
to AN transmissions instead of using all the transmit power
for reliable data exchange with the gateways. To further
secure the wireless communication system supporting the
DMS and enhance its reliability, we proposed a new encoding
scheme at the transmitting nodes where the energy demand
information is securely encoded over the communication time
slots in a given hour. Our numerical results quantified the
negative impact of the wireless channel outages on the DSM
reliability and the energy-demand estimation error monetary
loss measured in dollars. Moreover, we quantified the gain
of our proposed encoding scheme in terms of improving the
DSM’s security and reducing the monetary loss to the utility.
In addition, we showed that our proposed AN-aided secure
scheme reduces the secrecy outage probability of the wire-
less communications system supporting DSM and protects it
against passive eavesdropping.

Future research includes an investigation of the case of
multiple antennas at all nodes and proposing new AN-aided
schemes based on this new degree of freedom to enhance
the system’s security against both eavesdropping and active
attacks. In addition, a redundant design can be investigated
where multiple gateways (Bobs) can be utilized in each sub-
area to enhance the reliability of wireless transmissions from
the consumers to Bobs and from Bobs to George.
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